The Papers of Russell Edson

Russell Edson (1928-2014) was one of the most original voices in American poetry of the postwar era. Long considered the godfather of the
prose poem, Edson has proved all but impossible to classify. Born and raised in Stamford, Connecticut, he was a son of the well-known
newspaper cartoonist Gus Edson, creator of two long-running, popular strips “The Gumps” and “Dondi.” Russell Edson attended Black Mountain
College and took classes at the New School, and the Art Students League, but his work cannot be said to belong to any “school.” Edson was
prolific, publishing more than twenty books, many with his own illustrations, and some of which he printed himself under his Thing Press
imprint; others gaining wider distribution through the Wesleyan University Press poetry series and the commercial houses of New Directions
and Harper & Row. He was a frequent contributor to little magazines and anthologies. A self-described hermit, he rarely left his Connecticut
home – indeed, Edson lived most of his life in the same house he grew up in. Still, he was not anti-social. Edson enjoyed giving readings of his
work – and depended on them for income; he participated in literary conferences and festivals, and even made a single foray into teaching.
While tending to stay put, he carried on generous correspondence with fellow writers, poets, and editors over many years.

Edson’s writings have been called “prose-poems,” and he referred to them as “fables.” An Edson prose-poem is almost instantly recognizable,
marked by strange juxtapositions, sentient objects and animals, unlikely and fantastic scenarios, and populated by a shifting cast of husbands,
wives, children, farmers and farm animals, monkeys, elephants, chickens, foodstuffs, machinery, body parts, vegetables, and rocks. While they
may call to mind precursors including Andre Breton, Jorge Luis Borges, Max Jacob, or Franz Kafka, they remain well outside of any genre. His
friend the poet Charles Simic has pointed out Edson’s overt disregard for any tradition of literary form or definition. He wrote without ambition,
Simic stated in an essay in the New York Review of Books, and “if the finished product turned out to be a work of literature, this was quite
incidental to his intentions. In other words, he thought of poetry as a cast-iron airplane that sporadically flies, chiefly because its pilot doesn’t
seem to care if it does or does not. The real surprise comes when we realize that what we are reading is not the work of a jokester, but of a
satirist and a serious thinker.” Often identified with the surreal, oneiric, or satiric, Edson himself has said “sometimes my work is humorous, or
funny, but never meant as satire. Satire has a social or political purpose. I don’t work with preconceived ideas about reality. I look for the logic of
reality, which is the shape of thought more than any particular idea or concept. Writing for me is the fun of discovery. Which means I want to
discover something I didn’t know forming on the page. Experience made into an artifact formed with the logic of a dream.”

The Edson archive documents his entire writing life, from early efforts as a teenager who could barely spell, through his long and prolific
publishing career. It includes more than a thousand unpublished poems and vast correspondence.

A full inventory and price are available upon serious inquiry

